Right of Access to Thesis

Full Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
Title of thesis: ……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… Degree: ………………………

I give permission for my thesis to be copied by the Library for purposes of preservation and: (strike out the options not elected)

Either  (a) I agree that the thesis may be freely available both for inspection and for copying. 
It is expected that most authors will elect this option as normally there is no reason to restrict access to a thesis.

Or  (b) The librarian may take a copy of the thesis for the purpose of research or private study. I ask, however, that the librarian obtain the approval of the appropriate head of department before either copying the thesis or making the thesis available. This restriction is to apply for [state: ___] months unless I otherwise agree and thereafter the thesis may be freely available as in (a) above. 
Under this option the thesis is available for private study or research, but reasonable protection is provided for confidential information. It is the responsibility of persons wishing to have access to the thesis for purposes other than for research or private study to obtain permission from the author.

Or  (c) I request that the thesis be totally withheld from any use whatsoever for [state: ___] years from this date but I agree that a committee consisting of the Librarian, the chairman of the Academic Board or his nominee, and the appropriate Head of Department may upon my request, and after consultation with me if in the Committee’s opinion I am reasonable available, make the thesis available for research or private study (not including copying) to such extent and upon such conditions as the Committee thinks fit.
Authors should elect this option only in extreme cases.

Date: ……………………. Signature: ………………………

Where an author has elected either option (b) or option (c) he may wish to explain why the restriction has been made. This will assist either the Head of a Department [Option (b)] or the committee [option (c)] to make a decision:

Reason: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..